
The only UK manufacturer of 
Aluminium Composite Panels,  Multipanel UK 

provide a range of rigid panels ideal for commercial
fit-outs including office, hospitality and retail

plus prefabricated buildings and temporary shelters 
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 Printing direct  Sign making

 Wayfinding

 POS displays Store �tting

 Outdoor advertising 

 Exhibition design 

www.multipaneluk.co.uk/products/sign-display

UK Head O�  ce +44 (0)1392 823015  •  USA O�  ce +1 718 841 9 940

 Temporary shelters 

 Prefabricated buildings



 

 

Premium quality composite panels made from aluminium composite materials featuring two  aluminium 
sheets sandwiching a polyethylene core., available in one of the widest colour ranges on the market.                                                                 

Ideal for whiteboards, Multishield is a dual-sided steel composite 
material that can be fabricated and is receptive to magnetic media.

 Magnetically receptive surface  Choice of digital coating or Dry erase �nish

 Can be fabricated   Strong and durable

Used in conjunction with �exible magnetic print material, a Multishield surface allows in-store
visual merchandising graphics to be changed with ease. Such a system gives more �exibility to
marketing programs as graphics can be e�ortlessly updated by rolling o� the old and rolling on
the new, transforming displays easily without the need for hanging frames or hard �xings. After
removal, graphics can be conveniently stored or sent to other sites for re-use.

Both sides of the panel have a �at, smooth, uniform surface, one side with a digital coating to
help produce vibrant, colour-fast prints and the other side with a dry erase coating - great for
the likes of educational spaces, hospitals and o�ces.

 Clean easy-peel protective �lm     UV resistant for outdoor use
 UV �atbed printable                                       Rigid, lightweight panel
 Flat, smooth, uniform surface   EN13501-1, REACH, RoHS certi�ed                             

Panel Thickness mm) 
2, 3, 4, 6

Skin Thickness (mm)
.012” Aluminum

Sheet Sizes (mm)
1220 x 2440/3050, 1250 x 2500/3050, 1500 x 3050/4050, 2050 x 3050/4050

The panel for fabrication
Easily fabricated and folded      5 year guarantee

Panel Thickness mm) 
2, 3, 4,

Skin Thickness (mm)
.008”  Aluminum

Sheet Sizes (mm)
1220 x 2440, 1250 x 2500, 1500 x 3050/4050, 2000 x 3050/4050 

Superb for �at applications
Wide range of colors      2 year guarantee

Panel Thickness mm) 
2, 3

Skin Thickness (mm)
.006”  Aluminum

Sheet Sizes (mm)
1220 x 2440, 1500 x 3050

Perfect for short-term projects
9016 White      1 year guarantee

Panel Thickness mm) 
3, 6

Skin Thickness (mm)
.010” Galvanised steel

Sheet Sizes (mm)
1220 x 2440,/3050 

Dual-sided Steel Composite
Magnetically receptive    5 year guarantee

Internationally recognised products that are perfect for a multitude of 
applications including eye-catching signage, innovative point of sale 
displays, temporary shelters and highly e�ective way �nding solutions


